As the book title reads it’s “easy”! Come join the fun! The quilt on the book cover is our project. In our three session class you’ll perfect your ¼ inch seam, perfect your rotary cutting skills and have lots of fun with color. In class you will quilt your quilt by using “Borders Made Easy”, a product that saves time and simplifies your machine quilting of borders and strips.

Pattern: Easy Quilts book (you’ll love the projects)

Fabric Requirements: See Pattern in book, page 21
- **2 yards** - Pick a large scale print for the wide vertical strips
- **1 ¼ yards** - The stripe can be stripe or an accent strip next to the large print
- **12 Fat eighths** or fat quarters of assorted colors and prints coordinating with the large scale print
- **½ yard** for binding
- **3 ¾ yards** backing
- Twin-size quilt batting (finished quilt size) 60 ½” x 69”

Please come to class with your fabric prepared to cut.
(If you’re buying fabric from several different manufactures please wash and iron your fabrics)

Basic Tools:
- Sewing Machine with walking foot or built-in dual feed foot
- Rotary Cutter
- 16 1/2 X 24 1/2 inch Quilting Ruler- Creative Grids
- 12 1/2 inch Quilting Ruler- Creative Grids
- Scissors
- Sharp Size 70 Machine Needle for piecing
- Quilting Size 75 or 90 Machine Needle for quilting
- Dritz Straight Pins
- Pin Cushion
- Thread for piecing-Aurifil
- Quilting Thread-King Tut or Sulky Blendable 30 wt.
- Pencil and paper
- Seam Ripper

1 roll Borders Made Easy: Cable design #111

Class taught by Claudia Boggs